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“The impact of the use of motion capture data was immediately apparent on the field. At FIFA 17, our teams could see the impact of simple changes of positional data being made to gameplay in certain areas of the pitch. With FIFA 22, we were able to fine tune the game to make it
easier to run with the ball, making it even easier for players to create more space in behind defences.” said Peter Hintz, Executive Vice President at Electronic Arts. “Not only can players now make their own runs, but they can now make their own runs to work space and help
teammates create openings.” Top Scoring - Focus on Control and Creativity FIFA 22 introduces new dribble moves that give players more control and build momentum as they run with the ball. Players can use these moves to keep possession, or to keep defences guessing with
sudden runs from deep. FIFA 22 also introduces a new “Pitch Builder” feature allowing players to create and share custom stadiums in over 150 countries and 53 national teams. FIFA has always allowed players to play for and against any clubs or national teams. However, in past
games, FIFA 22 introduces an optional “MyClub” mode that allows players to create their own clubs in-game, allowing them to compete across all nations. The game also introduces new “Skill Shift” features that allow players to switch control styles instantly between traditional
pressing play and technical play. They can also toggle to in-game training drills, or shift into a focus on passing and shooting drills. Key features include: Adaptive AI - FIFA 22 introduces a brand-new AI system, providing new levels of tactical, offensive and defensive intelligence to
keep games fresh and varied. Players will also be able to play against a range of different teams to test their individual and collective skills across a wide variety of tactical environments. FIFA-Exclusive Motion Capture - FIFA 19 created a new level of freedom with innovations such as
free control, physics-based dribbling and a new player animation and movement system. But the “man in the box” has been going for the past 20 years. FIFA 22 gives players a new reality with a brand-new motion capture technology, “HyperMotion Technology” (HMT). The latest
generation of motion capture suits made it possible to capture all the subtleties of real players’ movements,
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Features Key:

All-new animation gives football a whole new look and feel.
Completely rebuilt dribble engine reacts faster and provides more power when dribbling your player.
New fast-paced, symmetrical, attacking based gameplay brings the excitement of football and pace back to the game.
System-calculated trajectory system for both dribble and throw sees players now throw the ball higher and in real-world-like arcs.
All-new “Block Grip” system provides players with a more natural feel by adding the ability to adjust the amount of control a player has over their pass.
Rebuilt Pass Impact system allows all passes to leave a more accurate and measurable strike on the ball.
New “Crowd Engagement” system provides all club teams with fantastic customization options and 1:1 crowd engagement.
Improved controls & gameplay accuracy with “Zoom” feature and “Pitch & Surface Sensitivity” settings, plus improved game speed & frame rate.
Full reworked shooting mechanics, passing, and simple and complex dribbling with new Pro-Fit shooting movements and new touch zones.
Expanded skillshot controls that place new emphasis on anticipation and positioning.
Improved Instinctive Control, new take-aim, controlled flick, and new advanced dribble animations for goalkeepers.
Expanded goalkeeper Stamina and mental ability.
Context-sensitive Player Vision allows players to more accurately control pass, possession and aerial duels.
New camera zoom function, new Trajectory system.
New spectacular goal celebrations.
Improved Pro-Purepass control allows players to dominate possession in front of goal, back to goal, and off-ball.
Full re-designed AI, new visuals, behaviours and new tackling system.
Full-fat new Ultimate Team mode allows fans to create dream teams & replay and save successes.
100+ new animation sequences and New Player animations including improved sprints, celebrations, and reactions.
3D match engine, over 350 
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FIFA is an association football video game franchise created by Electronic Arts. It was first launched in September 1994, and is the flagship EA Sports franchise. FIFA has been released annually since the release of FIFA 97, and is currently in its 23rd iteration. Following the
launch of the FIFA series, EA Sports released EA Sport's other franchises such as NASCAR, Madden NFL, and NHL. EA also publishes Need for Speed, a series of computer racing video games. What is EA SPORTS FIFA? EA SPORTS FIFA is a video game series developed by EA
Canada and published by Electronic Arts. Following the release of the original game, EA has released a game in every football season of the calendar year since the series began. The first game, EA Sports FIFA, was released in 1996 and the series, which is developed by EA
Canada, is now in its 23rd iteration (version 22). EA Sports FIFA is also available for Android smartphones and tablets and on the Wii U home console. Some games in the series were released before EA Canada joined EA SPORTS. EA Sports FIFA has been published by
Electronic Arts since the release of FIFA 97. Following the release of the series, EA Sports released EA Sport's other franchises such as NASCAR, Madden NFL, and NHL. EA also publishes Need for Speed, a series of computer racing video games. FIFA Interactive Store FIFA
Interactive Store is your window to millions of digital games from your favourite sports. FIFA Interactive Store is your window to millions of digital games from your favourite sports. FIFA Premier League The 20th edition of the tournament, known as the Barclays Premier
League, kicked off this weekend. Clubs across England and Wales battle for the top spot and will be hoping for a repeat of the resounding triumph witnessed by Leicester City, who stunned the league and their rivals to lock up the title only last month. Watch League tables
here… The 20th edition of the tournament, known as the Barclays Premier League, kicked off this weekend. Clubs across England and Wales battle for the top spot and will be hoping for a repeat of the resounding triumph witnessed by Leicester City, who stunned the league
and their rivals to lock up the title only last month. Watch League tables here… BatsmanStats.com BatsmanStats.com - set up by James Hillier ( and Matt Regan ( bc9d6d6daa
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Start building your Ultimate Team today and create the ultimate team in FIFA Ultimate Team. Combos and XIs – Customize your team and make the right calls against any team in any game mode. Create your squad of superstars by putting your best players together into
one Team of the Week. Or create the best active XI against any opposition in FIFA Ultimate Team Leagues. Full Season Challenge – Collect coins to unlock your players through the Season Challenges. Play 3 challenges each week for an overall total of 9 weekly challenges.
FIFA CUP CLASH – Form your team of stars for the FIFA CUP CLASH tournament with 23 of the world's biggest clubs, including the likes of Juventus, Real Madrid, Liverpool and Chelsea. Compete in knockout cups and go all the way to the final to qualify for the FIFA CUP CLASH
final. TEAM OF THE WEEK – Never miss a key moment in the game and automatically record your team’s best performances and save them to watch at a later date. You can even get your own Matchday t-shirt. LEAGUE SUPERCUP – Form your team, play up to 5 games in the
knockout stages of the UEFA Super Cup tournament and win to unlock premium content. New Ways To Play – Now you can play through the FIFA World Cup using more ways than ever before. The FIFA World Cup Mobile experience allows you to take part in action-packed,
true to life football using only your mobile device. FIFA World Cup also introduces new ways to expand your gameplay. FIFA WORLD CUP™ WORLD CUP 【结束】 以英文／以中文／简体字幕录入帖有效 All-New Ways to Play – Now you can play through the FIFA World Cup using more ways than ever
before. New Ways to Play – Now you can play through the FIFA World Cup using more ways than ever before. Stream the FIFA World Cup™. Now you can watch the FIFA World Cup™ on your mobile device, regardless of your location. NEW! Virtual Pro of the Week- Now every
week you can be the virtual pro at a premier stadium in the world at a fraction of the cost.

What's new:

FIFA WORLD CUP FORMAT
FIFA WORLD CUP
NEW SINGLE CAMERA VIEW
VIDEO GAME EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
NEW POINT OF VIEW RANGE SLIDER
NEW TEAM TALKING VOICE MESSAGE
FIFA ATHLETES COUNTDOWN
VEHICLES PROMOTIONS
LIFE OF A PRO
STADIUMS
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FIFA is the world’s #1 football videogame franchise. Since its launch in 1991, FIFA has amassed a worldwide following of football fans, with more than 300 million players
across the globe. The game comes to life through the vision, passion and dedication of teams across the world who have poured heart and soul into making the most
authentic football game available, respecting the core gameplay principles of the series and staying true to football. FIFA is the world’s #1 football videogame franchise.
Since its launch in 1991, FIFA has amassed a worldwide following of football fans, with more than 300 million players across the globe. The game comes to life through the
vision, passion and dedication of teams across the world who have poured heart and soul into making the most authentic football game available, respecting the core
gameplay principles of the series and staying true to football. Powered by Football™ Football has always been at the heart of EA SPORTS FIFA, and FIFA 22 introduces a
brand-new way to play. Powered by Football™ technology, the game flows with the turn of the ball and all the subtleties of the sport. Players now control the ball, not the
player, and the ball becomes the centre of the action. As the ball comes off the pitch in all situations – whether attacking or defending – the physics-based engine of FIFA 22
lets them play like the real stars. The game can also be customized to look and feel more like your favourite clubs. Football has always been at the heart of EA SPORTS FIFA,
and FIFA 22 introduces a brand-new way to play. Powered by Football™ technology, the game flows with the turn of the ball and all the subtleties of the sport. Players now
control the ball, not the player, and the ball becomes the centre of the action. As the ball comes off the pitch in all situations – whether attacking or defending – the physics-
based engine of FIFA 22 lets them play like the real stars. The game can also be customized to look and feel more like your favourite clubs. The Story of FIFA FIFA 20 offered
a big focus on user generated content, and EA SPORTS has leveraged that momentum to deliver an amazing number of pieces of content to be packed into this year’s game.
With more single-player content than ever before, players can relive legendary moments and experience new thrills and suspenseful moments. The new Stories feature lets
players create their own unique stories by selecting from a
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System Requirements:
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